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Brightman Leads
Week of Prayer
Famed Author to Present
Views on Theory of
Bownianism
Dr. Ferm, head of the Wooster
philosophy department, in comment-
ing upon the choice of E. S. Bright-ma- n
as the 1942 Prayer Week leader,
has this to say:
"When I came to Wooster, now
many years ago, I . asked Professor
Compton, who had taught philosophy
for so many years here what his brand
of philosophy might be. With a light
in his eye he "proudly replied "Person-alism.- "
I understood, then, that even
on this campus the thought of Borden
P. Bowne, father of American Per- -
. sonalism, had exerted its far flung in-
fluence. Presbyterian ministers, like
many other Protestants, were getting
their philosophical theology from the
Methodists Professor Bowne had held
' forth an attractive theistic philosophy
at Boston university and had won
many converts by means of his widely
" read books.
Interpreter of Bownianism
"In the coming to this campus in
early December of Professor Bright-ma- n
we shall be witnessing a renewal
of this older association. Professor
Brightman is the official interpreter
of Bownianism to this later genera-
tion. He holds the chair named after
Borden P. Bowne at Boston univer-
sity.
Outstanding Philosopher
"I "am happy to introduce Dr.
Brightman to our Wooster family of
students and faculty. I can say without
any reserve that he is one of America's
outstanding leaders i n philosophic
thought. He is a proline writer, author
of a dozen philosophical books, lec--
furer at many of ihe outstanding col.
leges and universities of this country,
and contributor to the leading pro-
fessional magazines as well as member
of many learned societies. His place of
leadership is comparable to that of the
philosophical giants of yesterday, Wil-
liam James, Josiah Royce, Herbert
Palmer, Bowne, and others.
"One must not think that Profes-
sor Brightman is a mere echo of
Bowne. His own platform is a re-
vised Bownianism, or, we may say,
Personalism revised. The fundamental
(Continued on Page 4)
Library Obtains
Important Books
Of Varied Types
Several recent books to be found
at the college library are:
FIELD, RACHEL ,
"And Now Tomorrow" Those 'who
enjoyed the author's "All This and
Heaven Too" will be interested in
Miss Field's last novel. It is a New
England story, which has been quite
popular ever since it was first issued.
FORBES, ESTHER
"Paul Revere and the World He Lived
In" Students who remember Re- -
vere's famous ride at the beginning
of the Revolution will want to read
this very interesting book. It is an
authoriative biography of a Boston
silversmith, etcher, bell- - caster, pow- -
der maker and Revolutionary hero.
SAYERS, MICHAEL 6c KAHN, :
ALBERT ....
"Sabotage" 'This is a new war best
seller, which the "Publishers' Week-ly- "
says is. "going at the rate of
about 3,000 a day".
ZIFF, WILLIAM B. , , : ,;
"Coming Battle of Germany" The
' book is a most timely one, since it
advocates fighting an offensive war
upon or over German territory now.
One may not entirely agree with all
of the author's statements, but it is
a very important book, neverthe-- :
less. - - -- .
,
Cabinet Hears Anderson
The Y.M.C.A. cabinet held a meet-
ing Tuesday evening with Mr. Robert
Anderson, secretary the. state Y.M.
C.A. Plans are being made to have a
barn dance in the near future.
4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4,4,4,4,4.4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,
For absence during the day pre-
ceding or following the Thanksgiving
holiday, double cuts will be given and
a fine of' 0 will be. imposed.
Internationalites
Present Doman,
Writer-Lecture- r
....
NICHOLAS DOMAN
The International Relations club
will present Nicholas Doman, Tues-
day evening, Nov. 10, at eight o'clock,
in the college chapel.
Dr. Doman is an internationally
known writer and lecturer whose wide
experiences and extensive scholarship
and understanding of the background
of the war have equipped him with
remarkable insight on which to base
his clear, and penetrating analysis of
world affairs.
He has traveled and studied in all
parts of Europe and the United States
and also in Latin America. He has
participated in many international
conferences and is personally acquaint-
ed with many leading personalities on
the world scene. He combines a pro-
fessorial background with legal, bank-
ing, and newspaper experience.
For several years he was associated
with Central Europe's first ranking re-
view on international affairs, published
at Budapest. He was also secretary of
the Danubian League, the institution
which was seeking the solution of the
political and economic problems of
Central Europe.
Dr. Doman's recent book "The
Coming Age of World Control" has
received favorable review by the crit-
ics. Says the "New York Times", "Mr.
Doman offers a bold and challenging
solution for the stupendous problem
of reconstructing the world after the
present conflict."
In commemoration of World Gov-
ernment Day, NoV. 11, Dr. Doman
has appropriately selected the topic,
"A Program for Post-Wa- r Reconstruc.
tion".
Ninth Holds First
Formal of Year in
New Student Union
Dec. 1 1 has been set as the date for
the annual Ninth section formal. The
social committee for the dance consists
of Philip Bramley, Bob Dailey, and
Sam Ronsheim and is led by Russell
Haley, Ninth's social chairman. Defin-
ite plans astodecorations and pro-
gram have not yet been formulated, al.
though jt.willprobablyJe a vie dance.
The formal promises to be an original
affair and will be held in ' the Stu-
dent Union building. Another Ninth
Section party is in the offing. It will
be a roller skating party to be held
Nov. 27 in the local rink which has
been rented for the purpose. Prospec-
tive Iota Chis and" their dates will be
the guests of honor.
Cheerleaders and Band
Head Final Pep Rally
The climax of this season's pep
rallies will be held Friday evening,
Nov. 6, when the student body will
take part in the final rally of the
year. The cheerleaders will be the lead,
ers and organizers and will be aided
by the band which will march by the
dormitories shortly before 7 to gather
up the students. All students are in-
vited and urged to attend.
Armed Forces'
Representatives
Advise Students
The 'men' and women of the col
lege were well informed - about the
armed forces of the nation at the meet
ings held Wednesday, Nov. 4 in ob
servation -- of Army-Nav- y day.
The meetings opened at 9 in the
morning at which time the men were
assembled in Chapel and the women
met in Taylor. The men were ad-
dressed by members of the Army Air
Corps; Navy Air Corps; Navy, and
the Marine Corps, and the women were
addressed by representatives of the
WAACSrThe expected representatives
of the WAVES were unable to come.
Folfowing the mass meetings, group
meetings were held where students
could inquire about the branch of the
service of their choice. The men had
their group meetings in the morning
and they lasted until 12. The women
met for questions in the afternoon.
Lt. Hugh Macmillan of the Navy
was chairman of the meeting for the
men and introduced the other speak-
ers In turn. The Navy group meeting
"was held in Severance in the chemistry
lecture room with Lt. Macmillan an-
swering questions about V--l and V--7
programs and Lt. H. L. Schuele an
swering questions about V--5 and the
Navy Air Corps.
First Lt. Alvin C. Busse of the U,
S. Marines met with men interested in
that branch of the service in the biol-
ogy lecture room of Scovel hall. He
spoke about the training ' given at
Quantico, Va., and the Marine reserve
program.
Some of the men remained in the
chapel where they were further ad-
dressed by Second Lt. Warner C. Hub-- .
(Continued on Page 4)
Clubs Celebrate
Annual "Wooster
Day" on Dec. 11
John D, McKee has. announced
the annual Wooster Day to be held as
usual on Dec. 11.
The first "Wooster Day" was held
in 1921. The date, "December 11," was
selected for the annual meeting of
Wooster clubs because it is significant
in Wooster's history.
On Dec. 11, 1900, the college li-
brary, which now has 88,000 volumes,
was dedicated. On Dec. 11, 1901, fire
destroyed "Old Main," six story brick
building which housed most of Woos-
ter's laboratories and classrooms. On
Dec. 11, 1902, just one year later,
dedication exercises were held for four
new buildings, Kauke, Scovel,. Sever-
ance and Taylor halls.
Wooster clubs now are organized in
forty communities. Each year these
clubs meet on or near Dec 11 to re-
new college friendships. Faculty mem-
bers go out from the campus to many
of these meetings.
Dr. Charles F. Wishart, president of
Wooster since 1919, sends a message to
each club which is read' as a part of
the evening's program.
Various members of the faculty will
speak before the Wooster club.'
Big Four Drive Exceeds
Goal; Announces Average
Student, Faculty Pledge
Official returns from the Big Four
drive of 1942 show that pledges exceed
the goal of 1750 by several hundred
dollars. The total contributions as of
Nov .2 are: students $(1570.03, admin-
istration and faculty 628.10, totaling
2178.15. The average student pledge
was 1.90; the average famulty pledge
was 5.25. .The overwhelming success
of the drive indicates that the Wooster
project in India is felt by all to be one
of the most important things which
Wooster sponsors. Plans for the actual
use of the extra money are still under
discussion and consideration by the
Big Four.
College Sells Elevator
.
' Last week, the elevator at Merz
hall was completely removed and sold
to the Merrill Company of Cincin-
nati. -
CHAPEL
Friday, Nov. 6 President Charles F.
Wishart. A member of the Board
of Trustees will speak.
Monday, Nov. .9 Program of music.
Tuesday, Nov. 10 Convocation and
student meetings. Prof. John W.
Olthouse.
Wednesday, Nov. 1 1 Dr. Nicholas
Doman.
Thursday, Nov. 12 Pres. Charles F.
Wishart.
Commiitee Initiates
Bond-Stam- p Drives
Throughout Dorms
The dormitory committee of the
bond and stamp dnveasbegunThe
collection of money through its various
dorm - representatives this week. So
far the pledges made by students have
been very good as a whole, though
some sections are still lagging behind
according to the report of John
Smeltz, who is in charge of the sale of
stamps in the men's dorms. The com-
mittee will post the results of the
first week of the dorm drive on the
chart in front of chapel by Monday.
Maryalice Cremeans, chairman of
the whole drive, has announced that
stamp corsages will be on sale for the
Babcock-Al- l Club combined formal
which will be held Saturday, Nov. 14.
No rule has been made as yet that flow
er corsages will be banned but it is
expected that most of the girls will ask
for stamp corsages. The corsages can
be purchased from either William
Jones or Margaret Stewart.
The drive for the sale of War
Bonds and Stamps oh the Campus is
progressing at a very satisfactory pace
according to John Bathgate, one of
the chairmen of the drive. Figures on
the sale of stamps in the dorms are not
yet available, but outside the dorms,
already 100 worth of stamps and
corsages have been sold.
At the Dcnison game on Saturday,
corsages and stamps will be sold. Cor-
sages of war stamps can also be or-
dered now for the Babcock-AU-Clu- b
Formal on the fourteenth.
Stranahan Presents
Thesis on Japan at
Congressional Club
The main feature of Congressional
club meeting, Monday, Nov. 2, was
a thesis by John Stranahan on "The
Japanese, Our Enemies".
Representative Stranahan sketched
the development of Modern Japan. He
said, ' "Japan copied her army from
the Germans, her navy from the Brit-
ish. Perhaps that accounts for the
failure to subdue weak China and her
great success against the United States
in the Pacific." .
.
(
He pointed out the fallacies in the
Japanese argument that they need
room for expansion, showing that Ja-
pan's greatest development came
without the possession of any great
colonial empire and that she has not
expanded into Korea and Manchuria,
colonies which she already possesses.
Stranahan 'said in conclusion that
we must not think that Japan will
collapse after Hitler is conquered, for
she is only using the Nazi machine to
further her own purposes in Asia and
the Pacific.
,
EarlierJn Ljhemeetingthere was a
discussion of current events. Gordon
Gray and John Mellin gave points
pro and con on the issue of 18 and
19 year old draft.
M.S&A. Sets Dates For
Freshman Pledging Week
The M.S.G.A. in accordance with
its new plans for pledging this yeaf,
has set Dec 2 as the day on which
bids will be sent to the freshmen. Ac-
ceptances must be made in the deans'
office before chapel time on tle fol-
lowing morning, Dec. 3. From Nov. 29
at midnight until. Dec. 3 at chapel
time, upperclassmen may not enter
Douglass hall nor may freshmen enter
Kenarden.
Friday, Dec. 4 at 1:30 p.m. the
sections heads may secure their lists
of pledges from the deans' office.
Orators Discuss
Plans For Peace
November 21-2- 2
Eight students will represent Woos
ter at the tournament discussion on
War and Peace Aims" to be held at
Cleveland Friday and Saturday, Nov.
20 and 21, on the campus of Western
Reserve university. Other schools to
participate in the tournament are
Western Reserve, Oberlin, Ohio Wes--
leyan, and Allegheny.
The program will consist of panel
discussions, symposia, extempore
speeches, and debates. Each Wooster
student who represents the college at
the tournament will participate in all
four forms of discussion.
.There will be four panels of ten stu
dents each. Each panel will discuss
one of the following topics: - -
1. What do the "four freedoms" mean
as war aims? '
2. What should be the attitude of the
United Nations on the punishment
of the aggressor nations?
3. What are the economic objectives
of the United Nations? "
4. What will be the problems of re-
lief and re-construct- ion in the post-
war world?
5. What are the prospects for world
re-organizat- ion in the 1940's as
compared with those in the lSKJO's.
6. What evidence is suggested by the
Gallup polls in recent years which
indicates American attitudes toward
war aims and post war re-organizati- on?
7. How can the Atlantic charter be
translated into specific war aims?
" Four of the following general topics
(Continued on Page 4)
China Prize Now
Open For Frosh
Extemp Speakers
A class for freshmen who are inter-
ested in an extemporaneous speaking
contest is now being organized. The
regular China prize extemporaneous
speaking contest which heretofore was
open to the entire college is now open
only to freshmen: The prize will be
15.
Although no definite time has been
set for the preliminary contests, there
are plans to continue the regular ora-
torical contests held during the year.
In the college contests there will be
two persons selected as usual to repre-
sent Wooster; they will be designated
as Wooster college orators. .The an-
nual cash prizes will be 25 each.
Later in the year there will be held
the local Peace contest for which there
are two prizes of 35 and 15 for
first and second place respectively. ,
Open to members of the junior class
is the Junior Prize oratorical contest;
the prize for this contest is 25.
Anyone interested in'these contests
may notify Dr. Lean of the Speech
department in Taylor hall.
Doughboy Reveals Intimate Details
Of Life in American Army Camps
I am one of the fellows who made
the world safe for Democracy. What
a crazy thing that was. I fought and
I fought, but I had to go anyway.
I was called in class "A".7The next
time I want to be in class "B". Be
here when they go and be here when
they come back. I remember when I
registered. I went up to a desk and
the man in charge was my milkman.
He said, "What's your name?" I said,
"You know my name." "What's your
name?" he barked. So I told him
"August Childs". He said, "Are you
an alien?" I said, "No, I feel fine."
He asked me where I was born and
I said, "Pittsburgh". He said, "When
did you
.
first see the light of day?"
I said, "When we moved to " Phila-
delphia." He asked me how old I
was, so I told him, 'Twenty-thre- e the
first of September." He said, ' 'The
first of September you'll be in France
and that will be the last of August."
The day I went to camp I guess
they didn't think I'd live" long; The
first fellow I saw wrote on my card
"Flying Corps" I went a little fur-th- er
and some fellow said, "Look what
the wind's blowing in." I said, "Wind
Leading Woman Orator Speaks
On Australian - American Relations
Under Auspices of W.S.G. A., Nov. 17
f- - "HIV
Courtejy Wooster Daily Record
LINDA LITTLBJOHN
Vic Blackout Dance
To Feature Contest,
Famous Orchestras
Saturday night from 8 until 11
Wooster will swing and sway in Sever-
ance gym as the Student Senate brings
Glenn Miller, Tommy Dorsey, Artie
Shaw, Benny Goodman and countless
other big name bands to the campus
in the first big novelty vie dance of the
year with a tariff of 25 cents.
Featured will be the long-awaite- d,
long-threaten- ed black-ou- t dance, the
first on Wooster's campus, (and, per-
haps the last). Spot lights will be on
the lookout for invading aircraft from
above.
The main event of die evening will
come as Wooster's champion jitterbug
and smooth dancers are selected. Dur.
ing the ordinary course of the vie
dance a judging committee of five will
pass among the dancers, selecting ten
for their grace and polish and ten for
their energy, dexterity 'and sparkle in
jitterbugging. These two groups of ten
will be narrowed down by elimination
in two separate contests until finally
the championship jitterbug couple and
the top-ran- k "smoothie" couple is
acclaimed.
Decorations by Lois Scott, featuring
the visiting big name bands, will add
a novelty touch to the dance.
Coffee For Students
For those who are worried about
having their morning coffee this will
serve as a consolation, for the ration- -
ing board has assured Miss Little, the
dietician, that for the present the stu-o- f
dents will have plenty coffee. How.
ever, it is going to be difficult to get
meat.
nothing, the draft's doing it.' On the
second morning they put these clothes
on me. What an outfit as soon as
you are in it, you think you can fight
anybody. They have two sizes too
large and too small. The pants are so
tight, I can't sit down; the shoes are
so big, I turned around three times
and they didn't move. What a rain- -
coat they gave me it strained the
rain. I passed an army officer all
dressed up with a funny belt and all
that stuff. He said, calling after me,
"Didn't you notice my uniform when
you passed?" I said, "Yes, what are
you kicking about, look what they
gave me.
.
"Oh, it was nice five below one
morning they, called us out for under-
wear inspection. You talk about scen
eryred flannels, B.V.D.'s, all kinds.
The union suit I had on would fit
Tony Galento. The Lieutenant lined
us up and told me to stand up. I said,
"I am up, Sir. This underwear just
makes you think I'm sitting down."
He got so mad he put me out digging
a ditch. A litde while later he Dassed
me and said, "Don't throw that dirt
v (Continued on Page 4)
Linda Little john who will speak here
on Nov. 17 at 8 under the auspices
of the W.S.G.A. arrived in the United
States by China Clipper in spring of
1942. She left the continent 'down un-
der a few weeks after the arrival of
General Douglas MacArthur and some
weeks after the arrival of the first
boadoad of American troops sent to
reinforce Australian defenses.
Subject of Talk
The subject of her talk here will be
"Comrades-in-Arm- s; America and
Australia."
Mrs. Littlejohn had returned to her
country in-- the summer of 1 94 1 fol- -
lowing a number of lecture appear--ance- s
throughout this country. In the
ensuing months she witnessed at first
hand the governmental shifts which
brought the Labor Party to power, the
stepped up tempo of industrial pro-
duction and drafting of manpower for
the armed services and civilian de-
fense. She was in Australia when the
Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor and
then with their armies and navy swept
through Southeastern Asia to occupy
lands less than four hundred miles
from the coast of her country, --
Leading Woman Orator
Acknowledged as Australia's leading
woman orator and for years one of the
most prominent figures in the con-
tinent's social and political life, Linda
Littlejohn is intimately acquainted with
the statesmen 'and political leaders of
the United Nations' Pacific outpost.
She brings her audiences here an au-
thentic picture of the Far Eastern
situation and the strategy of Australia
in the moves to take the initiative away
from Japan.
She is a past President of the United
Associations of Women of New
South Wales and ' liaison officer in
London between the Federation of
Women Voters of Australia and the
British Comonwealth League. She is a
frequent contributor to &U sections of
the Australian and British press, and
is an outstanding radio commentator
in her own land.
She has achieved great success as a
speaker, both over the radio and from
(Continued on Page 4)
Three Students
Leave Wooster
To Join Forces
Draftee Dan Miles reported yester-
day afternoon at the Akron depot to
entrain for Ft. Hayes where he will
be outfitted. From there his destina-
tion is still a military secret-Tuesd-ay
morning, to put a final
touch to his going, all of Third sec-
tion with dates cut chapel and sang
farewell, over cokes, at the Shack.
Monday evening, at a party in the sec-do- n,
he was presented with writing
and traveling kits. Dan, a geology
major, hopes to be able to transfer to .
some engineering or geological branch
of the army.
Rex Hartzler, First section, and Art
Griffin, Sixth section, Wooster Navy
reservists, must report to Iowa Pre-flig- ht
at the University of Iowa by
Nov. 12 for three months of intensive
academic and physical training. Both
Navy men had CPT training here at
Wooster.
James Bender, Second section, was
due to go in this Nov. 12 class with
Rex and Art but received a deferment
to graduate.
Fobes Speaks At
Kappa Mu Epsilon
Melcher P. Fobes, instructor in
mathematics, will speak on the Cal-
culus of Variations at the Kappa Mu
Epsilon meeting Monday, Nov. 9, at
7:30 p.m. in Taylor hall.
At the last meeting of Kappa Ma
Epsilon, national honorary mathemat-
ics fraternity, four new members were
installed-
-
These were Bob Anderson,
Joan Cramp, Julian Johnson,"' and
Jack Strang. The scholastic require-
ments are math through the integral
calculus, and a 2.25 rating in math,
where A is rated as three.
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Pass The Ammunition
IS to all those students who sit back
THIS
and complain that Wooster is a small time
college. This is also to those students who
can't get excited about the war. You two
groups are made up of nearly the same people
and it is about time that someone told you off!
- If there is any - factor tending to make
Wooster small time, you are it. that critical,
folded hands attitude is a dead weight upon the
existent student
-
energies.
-
"What Wooster
needs
. . .", "the trouble with Wooster is . ' .";
we've heard it all a thousand times and we're "
sick of it.
time you can show us we will
but now you are only armchair-trouble-spot-te- rs
with no knowledge of the field work in-volv- ed.
You gripe because active students do
things all wrong; however, you never do any
thing, right or wrong. "A person doesn't have
a chance in Wooster; now, in high school
. . .". In high school youLwere under family
influence; if you are ever going to amount to
real individuals in your own right you come
into the fullness of that ability in college.
.
The particular point which has brought this
issue directly to the fore is the war and the
recently started college War Stamp drive.
We have heard you say, "Why should I?"
about jhe Stamp drive; we have heard you say,
"I can't get excited," about the war these
are actual word'for'word quotations.
What about the boy who wrote, just before
his death in the Solomons, "I have only one
regret, and that is I could not see you once
more. I loved my mother and father and family
more than I ever said." Imagine that situation,
and let those words pound their rhythm into
, your heart. -
You refuse to think and then you are an-noy- ed
rwherithefeelirigfothers disturbs the
bordersof your complacency. Read your news
paper, listen to your commentator, and think!
"It all war news," you say, 'and that is so
exactly the point!
Yes, "parents are already buying bonds."
Your parents' acts and decisions may, in a
group sense,, include you; but by now, if ever,
you are worthy and capable of individual con-victio- ns
and the actions resulting therefrom
"And college students haven't much money."
This argument is weaker still. We always man-
age to spend all the money - we have, and
do it by satisfying first those demands
which are most pressing or most ' attractive
Whenever the war becomes important enough
to us, that demand shall, become so pressing
as to rise above others, and we will find the
money to take care of it.
Your Voice
FORMATION of a policy in a school
THEthat has as many diversified interests and
classes of students as this one is a ticklish
problem. -
.
To obtain the. will of the majority is a dif-
ficult thing to do for two reasons. Either this
--will is not expressed by the majority or the
majority does not have a will.
We are quite interested in seeing student
opinion more freely expressed. College is the
place for students to form and express opinions.
The four years jhat a person spends gaining a
' higher' education should hbV be aperiod of
years when he is shut off from the rest of the
world to the extent that he loses all interest
in what is going on, it is a period when a stu-de- nt
should lay the foundations for opinions
that he can carry with him the remainder of
his life.
It has long been the custom of the Voice
to print letters that we have received no matter
how critical they are of our policy. The only
stipulation that we make is that these letters
are signed and not merely initialed when we
receive them.
If the author does not wish his name printed,
we will gladly initial the letter or use some
fictitious name.
In all our editorials thus far this year, we
have tried to express genuine student- - opinion
when therSswere enough students willing to
state an opirubn. We have gladly printed let'
ters to the editor although they did not at all
times agree with our personal policy.
.
We feel that this paper is written primarily
for the studentsof Wooster college and that
JlLSHoulPLcontain material that the studpnt.s
--this colleeeare interested irrreadinfr
- If a certain clique is running this paper, and
exerting control over the editorial policy, of
the Voice to the extent that it is not the
policy of the majority, then it is time for a
change.
We are willing to let any student on this
campus voice an opinion. Can you say that this
is undemocratic?
BEST-SMELLE- RS
By GNOME
.
English Prof.: "What was the occasion for '
the quotation, 'Why don't you speak for your'
self, John'."
Soph.: "Miles Standish was trying to fix
up a blind date for John Alden."
. ..
Did you hear about the farmer's daughter
who is so full of pep in the summer she even
shocks the corn.
t
Poetry Corner:
-
I never saw a purple cow,
I never hope to see one.
But from the milk we're getting now,
I know' that there must be one.
't
A Scotchman is a person whose thrift
teaches him to take long steps to save shoe
leather, but who cautionadvises hmYto take
" short steps to avoid ripping his pants.
The sermon had lasted an hour and a half
already an hour and a quarter to the Major
prophets, and the preacher had not yet gotten
a third of the way through the Minor ones
yet. At last he paused impressively, and ex'
claimed: "Arid Habbakuk where shall we
put him?"
.
- 1
, A man in the back row arose. "He can have
my seat, Mister." '
By ELEANOR HOMAN
Cooking on a typewriter can get quite dis-
couraging after several months of hunting un-
usual recipes when there just aren't such things!
You can always cover up a dry morsel with
gravy to make it look like heaven, but when
you come right down to it, it's the same old
story, We might get philosophical at this point, : . .but who ever heard of ah intellectual discus-
sion in a social column? So let's proceed to
the gravy.
Friday night at 7 the gravy of Denison ven-
isont will start sizzling over the VICTORY
BONFIRE that is if there won't be too
many horns on the plays.
In the afternoon all FRESHMAN GIRLS
are going to Mrs. Wishart's annual TEA in
order to meet the First. Lady. It is definitely
a hat, heels, and hand-Shakin- g affair, so let's
park the saddle shoes and chewing gum for fu-
ture reference.
KORNER KLUB will have an informal
-I- NFORMAL-in-lower Galpirrfronr8-- l roriFriday night. Lois Wieland says' it will be a'
barn dance, which means blue jeans and corn,
'
"corn", and perhaps more corns.
.
On the same evening Captain George Hack-et- t
and the FIRST SECTION sailors will be .
surveying their shipwreck INFORMAL in
lower Babcock. fronv8-ll- . Could it be that
their life preservers will be future WAVES7(You'll sea.) (
Calling all cars headed west on the Three C
Highway Friday at 3. Pick up the PEANUTS
who are hiking to, the WAA Cabin for an
OVER-NIGH- T STAY.
Saturday night besides being SOCIAL
DANCING night from 7-- 8 in lower Babcock
will be B.M.O.C. night too. Tommy Dorsey'
Glenn Miller, Harry. James, and Benny Good-ma- n
.will.be featured in the gym from .8-1- 1
when they will furnish recorded background
for the smoothest dancers, the hepest jitterbugs :
and the pitchest blackout on the Hill: The ALL-COLLEG- E
DANCE this week-en- d ought tobring back Wooster's Saturday night .popula-
tion of Shack card sharks and golf ball hunters
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CURRENT COMMOTIONS
By JACK MELLIN
laybe we shouldn't make an issue
of this at a time when soldiers are dy-
ing on all fronts, but three men were
murdered recently in Mississippi. The
news of the lynching, we feel, deserves
especial attention as it was a case of
United, States citizens murdering Unit-
ed States citizens. '
This incident, promoted by our own
- people,, did much more service for the
Axis cause than could any troop of
saboteurs landed on our shores by an
enemy submarine. Negro morale, al-
ready shaken by the "brush off" given
the Indian minorities by the democ-
racies, was dealt another blow by this
outrage. The Negro tenth of our pop-ulatio- n
is again wondering if "this is
worth fighting for".
When two fourteen year old Negro
boys are hung from a bridge, and an
older Negro is
.
also lynched, we can
see only too well why Negro morale is
- shaken,-
- But - why - this - new - outbreak
of nchings? " Mississippiahswantt6
lay the blame on foreign agents work-
ing within their fair state. We are
tempted to discount this reason, how-
ever, remembering that lynchings oc-
curred in Dixie long before there was
any Axis power.
True students of the problem tell us
that the answer lies in the fact that '
war wages are making the colored foik
financially independent. The lily
whites, bereft of their economic con-
trol over the Negro, feel that they
must resort to violence to keep him in
line. Such feeling is the result of a
conviction of the arrogant whites that
the Negro is of inferior stock and
must be kept in constant fear of his
white master. Who is it who today
preaches the doctrine of a superior
race? Oh yes, only that maniac
ACP's Jay Richtei Reports from Washington.
WASHINGTON (ACP
trary to some opinion, college students
can still get considerable aid from the
National Youth Administration.
The NYA appropriation for this
school year was cut from $ 11,000,000
to $7,000,000 but the amount avail- -
able to each student remains the same
as it was before Congress trimmed the
agency's sails. ,
that we've taken it so hard in thepast..;.I.. ;
According to these same Washing-
ton economists, we may expect a peri-
od of one or two years immediately
after the war when inflation pressure
will be terrific. As one of them put it,
"We'll be swimming in a tremendous
lot of cash," i.e. the money we're lay-
ing by now.
However, no aid is forthcoming for To thisarrest expected boom, the
students who aren t enrolled in course, government will hold down buying
wh,ch aid success ul prosecution of power,, through taxation and by with- -
the war. Course, which so qualify are holding some of the war bond, we'rede,.gnated by college administrative buying so furiously now.
officials.
... , Because people will have a lot ofA minimum of 10 month andper money t0 spend in the post.war period,
. maximum of S25 may be earned by an there will be a big boom in heavy in- -NYA student although the Washing. dustry. It been esdmated for .
ton office of NYA is putting up a bat. ample, that there will be an immed- -tie m Congress for a maximum of (35 iate market for 9,000,000 automobiles,
to 40 a month. The idea is that now, which manufacturer, have .aid theyif ever, competent .tudent. should be can turn out inside a year
B'ven every opportunity to develop
skills desperately needed in war time.
Negro students in some colleges can-n- ot
obtain NYA help. But, happily,
these students can apply directly to
Washington for aid from NYA'. pe-ci- al
Negro fund, no credit to the col-
leges which make such procedure
Money No Object
-
Education Elsewhere
Hungarians are "alarmed" over a
rumor that the Nazis are abojirto u-ton- ize
their schools.
(And well they might be)
A nationwide bayonet exercise. .Don- -
sored by
-
the JJapanese-f- -. ...... Student.uiuucuu 4-I- U1Ath- -Uld economic. garb no lonser fits letie
- w V.H..V nu0 iinu vii uie laicthe .nape of thing,. A. the war so of the rising ,un recently. Premier,
glaringly demonstrates, money is be- - Tojo contributed a trophy to "encour.
side the point when it comes to mobil- - age the spirit of students under war-- .jzingLhereaLwealtlLoLa countrytotime conditions.!l
fight a war. Take the case of the gold
miners who were recently removed
' I
trom their jobs , by the WPB to be
placed in zinc, copper and 'other
mines.
Education in Vichy is taking a new
slant. Students are being placed in
. .e ; i.uur categories according to theirAnd take that abused phrase, "but physique, with mental qualifications a
what about the jpublic debt?" We have side issue.
come to recognize that "public debt" '
is.not necessarily a "bad" phrase. For
a public debt is not only a debt (bad
word) but an investment (good word),
And a big national debt isn't some-thin- g
we owe outsiders; it', in the fa'm-il- y,
a part of a government which i
the people themselves.
Reports are that only one of every
500 schools in North China is in oper.
ation, the others having been removed
to the interior for military reasons. As
a footnote, it i. pointed out that Jap-
anese is the primary language taught
"i Nlh China s remaining schools. 'fromtv .ithe trend of thinking among
..
Washington economists, it's a irood
that during the war and the post-wa- r
period, the national budget will be
.
used as a balance wheel for the na-tio- n.
When times are good, the debt
.
will be whittled down tUrmtrwU
Plan, are under way to the Toho
motion picture company of Japan,
and an unidentified Chinese film com "
pany, to make a screen version of the
government" "rise of the Chinesetion- -tion, milwheno .u , t j ... puppeietthey are bad, taxes will , o,. . .for Chmesebe reduced and mon r,t t .u. consumption.
- nv.i 111C
treasury to get us out o( our doldrums. (You can make a Chinese look but
Which is nothing unusual. It', only you can't make him see.)
Cabbages
By JOHN BATHGATE
Big fleas have little fleas
Upon their back to bite 'em.
Little fleas have little fleas,
And so ad infinitum.
We have had it in mind for some
time now to pay our respects to the old
Roman,. What stout fellows they were!
We're especially attracted by their
splendid custom of "taking the vomit".
You'll remember the old boys liked to
eat. They were gourmands, as it were,
with right strong wills about it. Get-
ting a goqd and early start on a meal
was quite customary; none of your
dinner, at half-pa- st nine for them.
Bring on the food and wine, plenty of
it, and nobody goes home until he's
had his fill at least a half-doze- n times.
When a convivial old patrician had
had enough, he used to hie himself
to the Vomitoria and there deposit
what he no longer wanted. Back he'd
run, walk, or be carried, to the ban-
quet table to start in with renewed
relish. It is perfectly evident that he
enjoyed both the going down and the
coming up of it; for as Cicero re-port- s:
"Vomunt, ut edant; edunt, ut
munt." They vomit-thauthey-- may
eat, and vice versa, .
Cicero also says that friend J. Cae-
sar, of Gallic War fame, "... post
coenam vomere volebat, idebque lar-giu- s
edebat." He wished to vomit
after supper, and therefore ate heart-
ily, i '
Even the women, Professor Adam
recalls, after bathing before supper,
used to drink wine and throw it up
again to sharpen their appetite. You
see that occasionally today, though
we're not so sure the 'reason remains
the same.
There isn't much evidence that the
custom was practiced in eighteenth
century France. But the noted con-
temporary historian, Ross Leigh,
claims that it may well have been
true, and , if so, one of the major
causes for the French Revolution. The
peasants, you see,- - starved and down
trodden, were forced to eat "seconds".
And this not in any sense the kind
of seconds, no matter what you think
about them, that we sometimes see in
these parts. The classic remark of
Marie Antoinette, upon hearing that
the peasants had no bread, has prob-
ably been mistranslated. "Qu'ils re-mang- ent
le gateau," she said. It does
not mean, "Let them eat cake," but
rather, "Let them eat THE cake
AGAIN".
All of which makes the following
inescapable: -
There was a young lady named
Gloria,
Who wined at the Waldorf-Astori- a.
And when she was done
She went out on the' run,
To get to the first Vomitoria.
Budget Systems
. T.ortlr ClrrA Put
K
.
Prove Hardships
"Life was so peaceful in-th- e drive-in- "
chants a line of a currently pop-
ular ditty. Well, I don't know about
the relative peacefulness of drive-ins- ;
but I, alas, can also recall a peaceful
portion from my own past: those
halcyon day, before become just
another rabid convert to the cult of
Self --Improvement.
It all began when I unsuspectingly
perused a seemingly harmless little
book that extolled the virtue, of a
schedule for living that firmly de-
clared, in fact, that an unbudgeted
day was a 'day lost! I came, read, and
was converted; and thus started on.
the road to becoming the thwarted
efficiency expert that I am today!
I discovered that, up to this point,
my life had been one long and clut-
tered chaos a veritable wilderness of
inefficiency. So I reformed (or tried
to!) I assidiously set myself to evolv-
ing sure-fir- e schedules copied from the
models in all Success Books. For, by
this time, I had accumulated an im-
posing JibraryLiych weighty jgmest
everything" from Howto WoW'Em"
and Win 'Em by Kale Cornegie, to
Budget and Become a Budding Bill
ionaire by Prof. Boris Borsch.
My own desk bloomed with such
cheery little memos as:
5:00"- - 5:15 setting up exercises
" 5"il5 -- 75:30- cold shower arid rub- -
.
down
5:30-7:0- 0 concentrated review of
day's studies
7:00-7il- 5 -- v-,
But why go on? Everyone is familiar
with the optimistic and Utopian char-
acteristic, of such blue-prin- t, for liv-
ing!
It didn't take long for me to dis-
cover that such Spartan plan, utterly
overlooked those little events of daily
living that are so all-importa- nt, but
come under no heading save (by the
wildest stretch of one's imagination)
"Miscellaneous". In fact, I ruefully
discovered that my days were com-
posed chiefly of such events.
There are my favorite radio pro-grams- ,-
that I must hear. There i, the
time that I spend waiting for the post,
man; time at the "Shack", which is
quite frequently lengthened by the fact
that one simply can't leave while any-
one is left who is willing to put a
nickle in the "Juke"! In faV, un-count- ed
and undreamed of items
cropped-u- p which simply couldn't be
ignored.
So any resemblance that an aver-
age day of mine bears to the ideal
schedule hopefully left lying on my
desk' is not only purely coincidental
but also purely accidental.
BUT I KEEP TRYING! .
SWINGMATISMS .
By JOHN STALKER
' Now that the winter season is be-
ginning, hotels in New York are
.
signing up their bands which will be
heard for the next three or four
months. For the past three years
Benny Goodman has placed his out-
fit at the Hotel New Yorker, and at
the end of the season Benny has al-
ways started on the road with an outfit
that is widely acclaimed by the critics,
only to lose his men while on tour.
King Turns the Trick
It looks like, the King is going to
turn the trick again. Broadcasting al-
most every other night on the Colum-
bia network the band is now in the
process of being smoothed down and
it seems entirely likely that Benny, will
hit the top again by March.
Some of his-rec- ent recordings are-destin- ed
for some good selling and
good listening.- - Peggy Lee's vocal on
"Cow Cow Boogie" is not only tricky
but with a lot of variations. The sax
backing behind her shows teamwork '
as only Goodman', sax section can
achieve and Benny's unbeatable clari-
net is as good as" ever. "For Me and
My Gal" jumps like the Goodman of
old but has all the modern touches.
Listen for a swell sax ensemble be-
hind great trumpet riffs with terrific
Lou Magarity tram solo.
Guest Soloist
Incidentally, last Sunday Benny
was guest soloist with Toscanni and
the NBC Philharmonic playing "Rhap-
sody in Blue". Goodman's greatest
fame came from swing but he i, also
-
well-know- n in the classical world hav--in- g
appeared with such group, a,:
Budapest String Quartet, Boston Sym.
phony, New York Philharmonic, Phil-adelph- ia
Symphony, Cleveland Sym-
phony and National Symphony. The
man who first held a card in the
Musician's Union at the age of thir-
teen selects different clarinets for dif-- '
ferent occasions. Seven are juggled
while fronting his band and a lone
one is preserved for concerts. If you
haven't heard him lately, tune in
some night around 11:15, and a sure-
fire broadcast is his spotlight band
on Friday, Nov. 137" " "
Guest Star With Dorsey
Did you happen, to hear guest star
on Tommy Dorsey's program the oth-
er night? A soldier boy played a
bugle in the strictest military fashion',
and then with a few words of warning
took off in the best Harry James style,
and it was really terrific! How anyone
could ever play a bugle like that is im-
possible to Understand, but if gome of
--
the musicians
.
wha'claim that brass
teams get overworked had heard this
- gujv we'd find all brass bands and no
reeds at all.
One of those things that you don't
think you're going to like but surprises
.you with great stuff is Les Brown,
"Valse Triste". Keeping the brass low,
Brown stays away from a noise ses-sio- n
and plays it in ,a refined manner
yet with a good beat (Larry Clinton
stuff). Also listen for a fine piano be-
hind a very clear and well-modulat- ed
clarinet.
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These Linemen Clear Way For Scot Ball Triers Swigartmen SeekTHE TIP-OF- F iL Fifth Grid Win
By BOB AUGUST
Voice Sports Editor
At Madison, Wisconsin, last Saturday, Ohio State saw its hopes for an
undsffated season and a national cbampieathip trampled, under the flying
heels of a pair -- of great Wisconsin
It was a contest between two of the
the brilliance of those two players spelled the difference.
Tied in their first game of the season, the Notre Dame game, but other
wise with an unblemished record, the
Buckeyes as the team generally rated
The victory over Ohio State marked the comeback of one player who
was well on his way to becoming the
forgotten man of the 1942 season,
Pat Harder. Last year he was one if
the oustanding sophomores of the Big
Nine, leading the conference in scor-
ing. Injured in pre-seaso- n practice, he
had seen little action this year until
the Purdue game. Last week against
the Buckeyes, he again flashed his old
form.
Despite their number one position
in the Big Nine, and their new role
of favorite, Wisconsin is no cinch
for the title. They must meet Iowa,
Northwestern, and MinnesotaAny of
these teams could beat them. Each one
will be intent on whittling the Badgers
-dQ-
wn-tatheirsize,NQWWisconsin,
and not" Ohio State- ,- must bear- - the
pressure that goes along with being
the favorite.
Although the Buckeyes lost the foot,
ball game at Madison last Saturday,
they are still far from out of the
running as a title threat.
Wooster Meets Denison
Wooster will be getting the oppor:
tunity to slap down one of the Ohio
Conference leaders this week when
they tangle with the strong Denison
team. Denison has an impressive rec-
ord of three victories,-on- e tie, and no
defeats, in their league games. Last
week, they dropped Otterbein from
the ranks of the teams undefeated in
Conference tilts.
The record that the Scots have
compiled this season, is an exact cqunt-erpa- rt
to their Conference record,
four victories and two defeats, as the
Scots have not journeyed out of the
ranks of theirConference foes. This
record places them in sixth position
in the standings, which is not bad con-
sidering the large number of teams in.
eluded.
The Swigart coached team will have
to be at its best Saturday, if it ex-
pects to add number five to its vic-
tory column. Last year's -- game was
rather an upset when the Scots downed
the favored Denison team, 10 to 2.
According to those who migrated to
LOST A round gold ladies wrist
watch with a black band has been
lost somewhere between the Archery
field and Kauke hall. If it is found
please turn it in at Holden hall
desk REWARD.
STUDENTS . . .
Earn 50c on a
Dollar
Sell Christmas Cards for
Holiday Expense Money
Sally s
123 E. Liberty St.
Wooster, Ohio
WOOSTER
THEATRE
FRIDAY . SATURDAY
Twb'Hits
i Laurel and Hardy
"A Haunting We
Will Go"
also- -
"Moscow Strikes Back"
SUN. -- MON.-TUES.
V Errol Flynn
Ronald Reagan (
in
"Desperate Journey"
WEDNESDAY-THURSDA- Y
Jeanette MacDonald
k Robert Young
"
"Cairo"
backs, Elroy Hirsch and Pat Harder.
really great teams of the country, and
Badgers will probably supplant the
number one in the country,
Alliance last week, the Mt. Union
game didn't offer much of a clew as
to the strength of the Wooster team
at this point in the season. The field
was apparently ankle-dee- p in mud,
and made passing, and shifty run
ning almost impossible. But the Scots
turned in impressive showings in the
two preceding games, with Case and
Muskingum, and if they continue to
improve, they should pull one out of
the fire Saturday.
Wooster brought their total touch
downs to nine, and their total points
scored to fifty --nine, as they downed
Mt. Union last Saturday. Their point
fotaL compares favorabjywith the.
thirty-thre- e "that have " beenr scored
against them so far this season. The
fifteen, points that Case ran up against
the Scots accounts for almost half of
this total.
Lehman Leads in Scoring
Jay Lehman has emerged as the
team's leading scorer with three touch
downs to his credit.-Al-l of them have
been scored in the last two games.
Closely following him are Tommy
Lykos and Elg Deidrick with two
apiece, and Roger Stoneburner with
one touchdown, and five conversions
to his credit. Dick West is the other
player who has crossed the pay-of-f
stripe. Dick counted that important
marker that gave Wooster a win over
Wittenberg.
And while speaking about scoring,
it might be noted that OKio has two
Feketes in in list of top scorers. The
younger of the brothers, Gene, who
is a sophomore star on the State team
is probably winning greater nation
wide recognition for his grid feats,
but down around Athens, they are
just as enthusiastic about the leather- -
lugging of. his older brother, John
John is the leading scorer for Ohio
university wijile Gene holds down a
similar role onohis Buckeve team.
m ri .iwo senior women
Overcome Obstacles
Those male students who have been
complaining of the severity of the ob.
stacle course reecived a blow last Fri
day morning when two senior women
successfully surmounted all of the ob
stacles on the course. The feminine
adventurers were Barbara Hass and
Mary Jane Benson. They were in
spired to action by the disparaging re- -
marks of some of the male students
who wagered that they could not pass
the acid physical tests offered by the
"
" -course.
So at six o'clock in the morning,
when the rest of the dormitory snoozed
soundly, the irrepressible females stole
out into the cold morning air, intent
on dispelling the myth of masculine
supremacy,
Williamt - - -
Annat
Company
girls . . .
Cpme in and see the new
SNOW WHITE
FROCKS
Made of dazzling white wool
inthrilling one and two
,
piece models
Size 9-1- 5
15.00
See Our Smart
Carol King Line '.
Sizes 9-1- 7
; ? - $6.95 - 12.95
i
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Pictured from left to right ,top picture: Bill Bingaman, Bill Balloon, Hank
In the lower picture, Carl Robinson, Bill Glatz, Charley Colwell, and John
Moment.
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By LOIS, WILSON
The Defense Council has been
concerned with the problem of active
physical recreation for women, be-
cause it is evident that women will
soon have to work long hours and do
actual physical labor. The stamina
necessary to do these things success-
fully can be developed only gradually,
and over a long perjod of time. The
aim of the Council is to stimulate each
girl to plan in her daily schedule some
time for physical exercise, but to leave
the responsibility of keeping the sched.
ule up to the individual, in order to
help it to become, a life habit. People
can live without exercise, but those
who do find it much harder to cope
with emergencies like the present one.
Records of the Council -
The records kept by the Council
hould be much higher than those of
the WAA, because they include indi-
vidual as well as group activity. But
these records are not so high as par-
ticipation because some girls forget to
record their activities. Last spring,
when the records were at their best,
only 77 of the girls recorded exer-
cise at least once a week, and once a
week is not nearly enough.
Last spring, when people were still
11 out for victory, when they still had
vivid picture of Pearl Harbor in
their minds, and were ready and will-
ing to pitch in whole-heartedl- y, the
records of girls exercising at least four
times a week, were as follows: Holden
65, Annex 46, Westminster 36,
Miller 38, Hoover 18, Colonial18, and Babcock 10.8. Early this
all, from Sept. 28 to Oct. 12, the
records in general dropped consider
ably. The nation had calmed down
somewhat, and many people had for-
gotten all about the barbarian group
on this supposedly civilized globe. Dur.
ing this period the records were as fol
lows: Holden 20.9, Annex 17,
Westminster 43, Miller 41, Bab-coc- k6, Colonial 53, and Whites55. During the next two week peri
od, which may be explained by Home-
coming and mid-semest- er exams, the
records in general dropped still fur.
ther. Holden 8, Annex 7, West-
minster 18, Miller 74, Hoover no
record, Babcock 9, and Colonial44.
Not All Girls Concerned
These records certainly indicate
that not all girls are concerned with
this problem of maintaining bodily
strength and efficiency during this
crisis. The common argument heard is
that there is not enough time to de
vote, any to active recreation, but ex-
ercise here, and now is second only to
studies, and of equal importance with
eating and sleeping, and certainly we
all take time out to eat and. sleep at
least four times a week.
Expert Physiognomy Tonsuration
With Each Ambidexterous Application
DICK MORRIS OII'S
Southeast Corner of the Square 4
Lehman and Lykos
Rutledge, Frank Smith, and Carle
Smelz.
As Wooster Whips Mt. Union, 13 - 0
Wallowing and driving their way
through a sea of mud, Wooster's Scots
scored in the first and second periods
to down their arch rivals, Mount Un- -
ion's Purple Raiders, by a 13-- 0 count.
at Alliance last Saturday.
The attack of both teams was con-
fined to the ground, for the most
part, by a driving rain and treacher-
ous footing, but the Scots Droved
themselves to be the superior mudders.
After establishing a lead, Wooster
coasted along, tightening up only m
the pinches. ; "
Lehman Returns Punt
In the first quarter Lehman re
turned Fuller's short punt from 30-yar- d
line to the 18, to set up the first
Scot marker. Then Lykos, in two end
sweeps, picked up 13 yards. Here
Wooster was penalized five yards, but
on the next play Deidrick plunged to
make it up. Lykos then lugged the
pig-ski- n over from within the 5-va- rd
line for the first Wooster touchdown.
Stoneburner converted to give the
Scots a 7-- 0 lead.
A break paved the way for another
score in the second period. Balloon
broke through to partially block Mar-rotta- 's
punt. Cooper snatched it in
the air and raced to the Mount 30.
Lehman made five around end and
then two short passes, Clay to Eicher
and Lehman to Eicher, carried to the
Mount 10. After Lykos picked up
hve, Lehman drove over for the
touchdown. Stoneburner missed the
conversion.
Meeker Punts Well
A nice punt by Meeker which rolled
out on the Wooster 16; set the Scots
in a hole in the third period. Cordova
NAME
..
Wooster
Michigan
Northwestern
Texas
Notre Dam-e-
Tulane
Boyer;
Reach Pay Dirt
was spilled for a. 10-yar- d loss on the
Wooster. 6, but on the next play
punted out beautifully from behind his
goal line to put the Scots out of dan-
ger.
In the final period, Marrotta, the
Raider's one-ma- n backfield, drove from
the Wooster 41 to the 8 where the
final gun halted the threat, and the
Scots came out on the long end of a
13-- 0 count.
Van Dusen Shades
Benson io Triumph
In Voice Grid Poll
The would-b- e experts were finally
stopped last week. Harold Van Dusen
of Douglass won first prize with two
games wrong and Bob Benson won
second prize with the same number of
mistakes. Honorable mention goes to
Jim Smucker whq also missed two
games, but lost out on the scores.
The Princeton Harvard, Texas
Christian-Baylo- r, and the Ohio State- -
Wisconsin games were the downfall of
many of the contestants. Harvard's
last minute drive beat Princeton, while
Baylor and Wisconsin held the edge
most of the way. Georgia's late rally
beat Alabama in a game also missed
by quite a few.
This week we again have six care-
fully selected games. The end of the
season is nearing, so win your tickets
now. Deposit one ballot prooerlv
marked before 10:30 Friday night. Re-
-
member first prize is two theatre tick-
ets and second prize is one ticket, so
get your ballots now.
Denison
Harvard
Illinois
Southern Methodist
Army
Mississippi State
Football Contest Blank
THE TIME IS VERY SHORT TO HAVE
YOUR SENIOR PICTURES MADE
Make a Date Early
a.
DAWSON
P HOTOGR APHE R
PHONE 145
figaihst
'When the football forces of Denison
U. invade Severance stadium on Sat
urday, Wooster Jant are going to see
one of Uhio s better grid machines in
action. The 1942 edition of the Big
Red is at least as formidable as that
f last year, which gave the Scots a
stiff battle. At present the boys from
Granville share the Conference lead,
tied with John Carroll and Ohio
Northern. Their enviable position
gives them added incentive to knock
over future opponents and gain sole
possession of the top spot. Saturday's
contest is the big "if for Denison,
For should they get by the Scots un
scathed, it is entirely probable that the
Big Red will walk right into the
championship.
Denison Has New Coaches
This year Denison has an entirely
new coaching staff. The successor to
Tom Rogers, now in the Navy's ath
letic program, is Gerald "Red" Arm- -
Hardwood Artists
Hold First Drills
Of Cage Season
When Coach Mose Hole's basket
ball team takes the floor in this sea
son's opener, it should be a well con
ditioned squad that carries the Scot
banners into battle. For the last two
weeks the team has been turning out
to cover the obstacle course and round
the indoor track of the gym. Some
thirty-fiv- e hopefuls have started the
pre-seaso- n practice, from which Mose
may choose a powerful and (Wooster
fans hope) a winning
.combination.
The obstacle course offers a new addi-
tion to the training usually required
of the would-b- e hardwooders. It gives
the fellows ample opportunity to loos-
en any muscles which have grown stiff
through disuse. It should develop wind
and stamina which are so important
and often prove the margin of victory
in tiring moments of mid-seaso- n con
tests.
. . .
In another week the basketballan
forsake the obstacle course and will
take over the gym to sharpen theie
shooting eyes and learn coordination
wtth their team mates. When Wooster
opens against Duquesne, Mose hopes
that the team will have developed into
the smooth functioning machine that
proved so successful against oppon-
ents last winter.
With four starters from last vear
back again, prospects are as bright for
the Scot courtmen as they have ever
been in previous years. Onlv Karl
Kate, who captained the '41 quintet is
missing, and although his position will
doubtless be difficult to fill. Mose has
several promising sophomores, who
have shown themselves worthy of con- -
sideration.
ifth and Sixth Compile
Best Offensive Records
Another intramural football season
has just been completed with Fifth
section taking the championship hon-
ors. Led by Bob Sanborn, the Fifth
team won all seven games on their
schedule and amassed a total of 162
points compared to 6 for their op-
ponents. Many of the points were
scored by the strong offensive combin-
ation of Sanborn to Homan. It was
this passing duo, plus all around good
Rjay by the supporting case that gave
them such an impressive record.
Sixth section was in the runner-u- o
spot with six wins and one defeat.
Featuring the passing of Conrad, the
pass receiving of Beck and Wagner,
and the running of Hudson. Sixth's
attack did not fall far short of the
mark set by Fifth, as they scored 132
points against 14 for their opponents.
I
Twelve of the fourteen were scored
by Fifth.
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C G. WILLIAMS President
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Denison
strong. "Red" comes to Granville after
turning out many successful high
school elevens, first at Akron Central
and more recently at Greenfield Mc-- v
Clain. A 1927 Wittenberg grad, he
was captain of three teams while in
college. Assisting the new head men-
tor is Claude "Pie" Pyatte, former
athletic director at Cedarviile college.
He replaces Sid Gillman who has tak-
en over the line coaching duties at
Miami.
The Big Red is not a team sparked
by one or even a few individual stars.
Of course there are some names which
shine more brightly than others Bob
Goodrich, Jim Staudt, Don Elsaesser,
and Captain "Red" Hannaway. They
are key men. But this year's Denison
eleven essentially works together as a
unit. Individual performance k mk.
ordinated. Team play is th thing
that's stressed. On Saturday tou will
see the Big Red work as a unit.
Starting Lineup Given
The starting line-u- p will orobat.lv
find Dick Koster, Toledo soohomor
and Goodrich on the flanks. Goodrich
a a boy to watch out . for. He can
eally snare the passes. Koster mAA.
weight and defensive abilirv. Ar tU.
tackles will be Captain Hannaway and
his younger brother, Jack, or Nat
Skarin, a 210 pound freshman. All
are dependable performers. Jim Myers
and Rex Brophy are likely to be the -s-
tarting guards. Myers was on f t- -
better linemen in the State last year.
Capably filling the pivot post is FJ--
saesser, All-Conferen- ce center. Don
also does the place-kickin- g for the Big
Red.
Staudt Is Standout
A possible starting bartfioM
"fe.Ahbe comprised of Marvin Dees at quar-
ter, Jim Staudt and Joe DiTirro at the
halfs, and Bernie Wentia in th ,nt., 6--
ng spot. Dees, a converted center, was
switched to the backfield to add heft
and size. Staudt, a Canton boy, has
become a triple-thre- at in the course
of the season thus far. On hi U
ers rests largely the . burden of the --
Denison attack. Both DiTirro and
Wenas are veterans and lettermen.
Other backs who eauM --l '- M UiC
opening line-u- p are Dave Sauer, Phil
LaMoreaux, and Dick Ma, J.- IMl.Ul,
Whether in at the start nr nn kuicy
are certain to get In the thick of it
before the game is many minutes old.
me Big Ked started off the season
rather slowly and were dumped 'by
Wright-Patterso- n Field. 6-- i) H-- ,-
they soon pulled out of it and tripped
up Mt. Union and Oberlin in suc-
cession. Although outplaying Muskin-
gum, their next opponent, by a wide
margiijthey had to be content with af. C J Il 1 T I .
" " in tneir two most recent
contests they defeated a Naval Train-
ing Radio School. 25-1- 4.
Otterbein team, 6-- 0.
Styping Up
The Tempo
Well, what is this we hear? Ha.
CRAVEN forsaken Colonial? .
And did everyone enjoy the "Pied
Fiper Saturday night? Bet the theatre
cashed in' when we "crashed in"
. HANK RUTLEDGE ftMm n St
McCLARAN it lately
. . . PAT
KLINE and DICK BAUMAN lotl
super together at the Holden Formal,
don't you think? ... So did FERN
and PHIL . . . That's
and black plaid shirt that swings with
PRISCILLA on Korner's front porch,
BILL
. . . MARION SAlTMnrocw ShXS
likes that Coty lipstick she hourf.
STYPFS ... ATT CMC UWfU4ilVJ-HA- MDtmtTxT
and HANK MILLER have been
seen around quite a bit together
steady there, kids!
. . . MARY 00--
ED "SQUEAKED" with joy when she
saw FRANK was "REED-Y- " tr
church last Sunday
. . . It doesn't take
long to have pictures devlnnt
STYPES . . . Well, SMOKEY, I guess
HOPE springs eternal . . . Colonial's
WANDA certainly HESS been riding
clouds since coming to Wooster
.
MARY JANE BENSON likes to sit
and talk on the Lib iter witk Tnitt -
DENNIS, too! . . . Congrats to WIL
LIE and WILLIE! ... I ,W
JACKIE'S been "FROZEN right
along with wages! . . . There certainly
was a congestion in STYPES after
the trial of the mis-le- d Halloweenm
Seems that thinm tu. mA a
raked over the cokes . . : Wa iKi'nk
TOM's doing all right with PRIS,
out where does CHUCK com In?
DALE likes to be MALONE with
ANN . . .
Be Seeing You A t
S TYPE S
IV --e Tocr
Cleveland Union
Of Presbyterians
To Visit Campus
Visitors to Attend Speech
Program And Game
With Denison .
The Cleveland Presbyterian Union
will make its annual visit to the col
lege this Saturday. The Union which
is a social organization of members of
the churches in the Cleveland Pres
bytery, holds various meetings tn
Cleveland throughout the year. They
have been making an annual trip to
Wooster each year in the fall for the
past twenty years. They always come
on a dav when there is a football
game.
It is estimated that one hundred to
two hundred people will come. They
come for two main reasons; namely,
because Wooster college is a Presby
terian college and because they have
had, have, or will have children here
in college.
There will be a small speaking
program for them, they will inspect
the college, and they will attend the
football game.
The College Circle had a tea Mon- -
Tdavlaf ternoon from-- 3 :30 to 3r Th
tea was given by the wives of the
members of the faculty to the mission
aries who are in Wooster this year.
SEF Presents
-- Vesper Service
The Sunday Evening Forum is co
operating with Westminster church in
presenting a vesper service, Sunday
Nov. 8. There will be hymn singing
for both the choir and the congrega-
tion. The service will be held in the
chapel and it is hoped that there wil
be a large attendance.
Wishart Addresses
Student Fellowship
President Wishart will talk at Stu
dent Fellowship Jjunday, Nov. 8, as
a continuation of the series, "What
Do We Believe?" using the topic, "A
Belief in Immortality".
Last Sunday, Dr. Douglass discussed
"A Belief in God". All upperclassmen
. are urged to attend these increasingly
interesting programs. They are held
every Sunday morning at nine in the
Big Four room.
COUNTER
SHOP-WIS- E
AT
FBEEDLAIIDERS
Freedlanders has a big surprise for
you! It's their 58th ANNIVERSARY
SALE! The celebration starts Nov. 6,
and closes on the 14. That means most
everyone will be able to find some time
in those ten days that will be conven-
ient for them to go down and look
around.A gentle hint towards Christ
mas, it might be a good time to do
some of your shopping. Remember this
year every penny saved will count to
buy more war stamps.
What about DORMITORY DOZ- -
ERS"? There's a special value of a
$7.95 satin quilted robe for $6.98 to
wearover cozy flannelette j.'i at
$2.98. Your favorite white tailored
blouse is marked down from $2.25
to $1.98. These LONSBURY
BLOUSES are a top value . at any
price." There's a choice of the season's
fashionable shades and sizes. A group
of two piece dresses have been spe-
cially priced at $7.95 for this event.
Two piece dresses are in demand so
much because they serve for double
duty.
(
For the fellows there is an assort-
ment of LEATHER JACKETS in the
popular aviation style or the plain
zipper front style. Price range from
$13.95 to $19.95. Then too, when the
air is nippy you'll be glad you took
advantage of the sale on McGREGOR
SWEATERS. Slipons and coat styles
in plain and novelty weaves are all
priced at $4.65- .- Here's something
you'll be interested in . . . BUFFALO
PLAID WOOL SHIRTS of heavy
all wool yarns. The satin lined collar
add to its comfort. This nice warm,
practical shirt cost only $4.98 or a
plaid cotton shirt at $1.29. They're
heavy, soft quality, warm cotton flan-
nel in red, green, and blue plaids and
have elbow action sleeves with storm
cuff. ..
,
; '
.
There are all sorts of GIFT SUG-
GESTIONS in the gift shop on the
third floor that might help out your
Christinas Use Remember this year
above all other years we muse learn
to save and here' a good chance to
do tome practicing.
Carol Scott
Orators Discuss
Plans For Peace
November 21-2- 2
(Continued JromPaj, Ji,
will be the basis for discission in the
symposia: '
I. What are the economic problems of
peace?
2. What are the conflicting philoso- -
phies of - war .plans and - post-wa- r
plans for political re-organizati- on?
What economic obstacles prevented
world peace, 1919 to 1939?
Whv did world co-operati- on fail
between 1919 and 1939?
What are the specific implications
of the "four freedoms" in planning
the peace and a post-wa- r political
re-organizati- on?
.
- n
In addition to the panels and sym
posia on Friday, Nov. 20, the evening
of that day will be devoted to extem-
pore speeches "on topics related to the
general theme of the conference.
Debates on a regular conference or
national debate question will be held
during the morning of Saturday, Nov.
21.
Prof. Emerson W. Miller, of the
speech department, is expected to an-- .
nounce the nanjes of the eight stu
dents who will represent Wooster in
the near future.
Soldier-Describ-
es
Army Life During
First 'World War
(Continued from Page 1)
up here!" I said, "Where am I going
to throw it?" "Dig another hole and
put it in there."
lhree days later we sailed tor
France. Marching down the pier I had
more luck; I had a Sergeant who
stuttered and it took him so long to
say "Halt!" that twenty-seve- n of 4s
marched overboard. They pulled us
out and lined us up on the pier, and
the Captain came by and said "Fall
in." I said,- - "I have been in, Sir." I
was on the boat twelve days, nothing
going down and everything coming
up. I was leaning over the railing; in
theiddleofoneofmybest leans
the Captain rushed up and said "What
company are you in?" I said, "I'm all
by myself." He asked me if the Brig-
adier was up and said, "If I swallowed
it, it's up."
Talk about dumb people I said to
- e i f t - .- -one or
. tne reuows, 1 guess we
dropped the anchor." "I knew they'd
lose it it's been hanging out ever
since we left New York," he replied.
We were immediately sent to the
trenches. After tWQnights in the
trenches, the cannons started to roar
and the shells started to pass. I was
shaking with patriotism. I tried to
hide behind a tree but there weren't
enough trees for the officers. "Five
o'clock we go over the top," the Cap-
tain said. I said, "Captain, I'd like to
have a furlough." He said, "Haven't
you any red blood in you?" I said,
"Yes, but I don't want to see it."
Five o'clock we went over the top.
Ten thousand Austrians came at us.
The way they looked at me, you'd
think I started the war. Our Captain
yelled, "Fire at will!" But I didn't
know any of their names and I guess
the fellow in back of me thought I was
Will he fired his gun and shot me in
the excitement.
SHACK
HOT FUDGE
SUNDAES
VTJUL Cabin Oilers
(
n
)
Pictured above is
Debaters Speak
On Federal Union
The debate seminar group has been
discussing the national question for
intercollegiate debate in its class meet-ing- s.
The question is Resolved: That
the" United Nations - should -- establish
a permanent Federal UruotTwltlrpow
er to tax and regulate international
commerce, to maintain a police force
to settle international disputes and to
enforce such settlements, and to pro-
vide for the admission of other na-
tions which accept the principles of
the Union. "
Outstanding features of the seminar
have been the talks given by Dr. Mary
Z. Johnson, head of the political sci-
ence department, who spoke of the
political implications of the question
and Dr. Alvin S. Tostlebe, head of the
economics department, who outlined
the economical aspect of the ques-
tion.. '
Hoyden Damages
German Fighter
' , J- -- - -
, f - f
Courtesy WooMer Daily Record
Pictured above is Lt. Jack Hayden
of the Army Air Corps. He was men-
tioned in a war communique last Mon-
day, Nov. 2 as having shot down a
German Messerschmitt in a dog fight
over Egypt. Jack was a Wooster boy
and was a member of the class of '43.
He entered the air corps in April 1941
and' received his wings from Foster
Field, Victoria, Texas on Dec. . 1 2,
1941. He was assigned to interceptor
command on the east coast until last
July I at which time he was sent to
Egypt.
X M AS C ARDS
WE HAVE THE BROUNIES
THESE ARE BLOCK PRINTS
ONLY 5c EACH
Woolcraft Shop
S.E. Corner Public Square. Phone 965-- W
Saturdays we" close at 6:00 P. M.
The
Collier Printing
Company
Printed and Engraved Stationery
t. ,
We service all makes of typewriters
Bever and North Streets Phone 400
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Hikers Many Modern Conveniences
'
'
sUsittdssi
the popular log cabin which is owned
Are you the rugged type that ideal
of this modern civilization, a cross-betwee- n
the froth and frills of the
thirties and the stream-lined,health-mod- el
of the WAAC ky forties? If
your answer is "Yes", then we know
that you'll want to know more about
Wooster's dream cottage.
. About six years ago the members of
the Women's Athletic Association real,
ized one of their dreams whenthey
completed the building of the cabin,
on a five-acr- e grant of land six miles
west of the college. The cabin is stude-
nt-owned, managed, and financed,
with a student in charge each year.
It is a rustic, two-roo- m log house with
sleeping and cooking accommodations
for about twenty-fiv- e people.
One side of the main room is taken
up with a great fireplace in which the
more pioneer minded may do their
cooking if they wish to turn from the
modern gas range. And, last year, the
girls finished building an outdoor fire-
place and barbecue pit which is the
answer to an outdoor dream. Picnics,
feeds, fellowships all are provided
for in this retreat hidden between two
Ohio hills by the Killbuck creek.
In this day of national fitness talk,
and of emphasis on more and more
exercise for the bookwormy college
student, what could be a more logical
solution than a six-mil- e hike some af-
ternoon or morning across the hills
and fields to spend some time in
healthy relaxation in a "back-to-nature- "
rejuvenation. You may .wade in
an icy creek and freeze your toes, play
a Vigorous game of baJminton, swing
yourself til you're dizzy on the famous
grapevine swing, or just inhale and re
lax in the rustic atmosphere.
The upkeep on the cabin is a co
operative affair as are all details. Be
cause of this it is necessary to charge
a minimum fund of ten cents per per.
son per night to defray the costs of
gas and lights ,and to minimize the
depreciation,
If you're interested in this type of
streamlining see Ruth Whiston, the
outing chairman of the W.A.A., or
consult the outing book in the gym
office to reserve your date.
Alumni Staff to ' Entertain
Second Generation Scots
Games and movies of the college
will be the order of the day at the
Administration building Friday night
at 8 when the alumni staff entertains
second generation Woosterites. There
are 35 students who have parents that
attended college here, so the party
should be quite laree. RefreshmenM
will be served carrying out the theme
of harvest time.
Student Recital
The program for the student recital
at the colleeev chaoel. for -Monrlaw ,.
Nov. 2, was as follows: vocal presenta-tion- s,
"The Windflowers", Josten, by
Betty Good; "Canterbury Fair", Leslie-Smit- h,
by June Skiers "Con vien par,
t't!V Donizetti, by. JoanneGaultLpi-an- o
-- selections, VCuril--"Lento' Scott,
by La Verne Zavala; "Minstrels", De-buss- y,
by Joanne Gault; and "Allegro
(Concerto in D minor)", Mozart, by
June Whitmer at the organ.
Watch Repairing Jewelry
George H. Lahm
JEWELER
221 East Liberty St,
Parker Pens Diamonds
TT
I Km;- -
is
by the W. A. A.
W.S.G.A. Presents
Linda Littlejohn
(Continued from Page 1)
the lecture platform. This may be at-
tributed to her clear, incisive logic, her
charming
.
personality,... her sincerity
ananepnvictiqnjnspired Dy tne
factual background of the statments
she makes.' Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
.fl T...I.1writing or Linaa Lictiejonn in hercolumn, said, "She has a quality which
shines out. You say at once, 'Here is
an individual with something to give'
In return you are inspired to do your
best for her".
With years of experience in inter-
national work and travel which she has
taken her to most of the countries of
world at war. .
Freshman Forum
"Honesty" will be the topic of dis
cussion at Freshman Forum Nov. 8
at 9:45 a.m. in Kauke 201. All fresh
men are asked to be present.
Discussion leaders will be Pat Coop
er, Betty Martin, Ed McDowell, and
oe ne.
French Club
Miss Guille will speak on her ex
periences in France at a meeting of
the French club Nov. 10 at 7:15 in
lower Babcock. Members of the club
will answer the roll call with a French
proverb or a quotation.
Miss Guille visited France in 1937
She traveled through the entire coun
try, spending a considerable part of
her time in Paris and cities of South
ern France.
Chemistry Club
The first meetingof the chemistry
.t t i I aaclub tor this school year was held
Monday night, Nov. 2. The officers
for this year are as follows: Hal
Grady, president; Ellen Vaugh, secre
tary; Charles Colwell, treasurer. Nine
students were elected to membership at
this meeting.
FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
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Delta Phi Alpha
Tuesday,' Nov. 10, Delta Pni Alpha
will hold its next meeting in lower
BbrJ':u7 The-progtam-wi- ll con
sist of several skits, given by members
of the class, in German. Eleven new
members have been taken into the
club but they will not be formally in-
itiated until the December meeting.
Delta Phi Alpha Is' an 'honorary Ger
man club. To be eligible for the club
you must have. five semesters of Ger-
man with a B average and a C average
in all your other subjects.
Freshman Debate
"Popular Music, Pro and Con", was
the subject of the discussion held by
the Freshman debaters at their meet-
ing on Monday, Nov. 2. With this
topic they also discussed the effects
of music on social affairs.
At the next meeting members of the
club will practice procedures of parlia
mentary law, such as putting motions
into effect, addressing the chairman
correctly, etc.
Dr. Lean announced an extempor-
aneous speech contest about China to
be held sometime during the year.
Geology-
-
At the meeting of the Geology club
held Tuesday evening in Scovel hall,
Mr. Foss of the Wooster Brush Co.
showed some movies about the Medi-
terranean countries,' Athens, Cairo,
and the eastern coast of South Amer
ica.
Prof. Karl Ver Steeg announced the
annual party of the club will be held
at his home sometime in December.
Sociology
At the first meeting of the Sociology
club the following officers were elect
ed: Virginia Clarke, president; Ruth
McClelland, vice-presiden- t; John Geb
hardt, secretary-treasure- r. The meet- -
ing was held at the home of Prof.
Archibald A. Johnston's. Rrefresh- -
ments were served and a piano recital
was given by Mrs. Dan Parmelee.
The second meeting will be held at
the Johnston home on Monday, Nov.
8 at 7 p.m. Prof. John'A. Hutchinson
will speak on "Greek and Hebraic
Factor in Modern Society."
Pembroke
Thursday, Nov. 5, Pembroke held
its meeting in Babcock basement at
6:45. The program consisted of origin
al poetry written by Lucy Simmons,
and readings from "Through the
Looking Glass," with records accom
panying. Lois Clowes and Jo Kibler
had charge of the latter part of the
program.
Compliments of
GRAY and SON
Coal and Builders' Supplies
Bechtel
SCHINE'S
"You should see
how they fit!"
fAIRMAN Vi
$1.95
Figure-fil- m fine fabrics. Style-c- ut
collars. Guaranteed not
1o shrink below correct size.
HICK AI'ISTER
Brighlman Leads
.
Week of Prayer
December 6 -- 10
(Continued from Page 1)
category of the universe to him like
Bowne is that of personality from
sub-ato- m to Deity. Values are intrin."
sic to Reality and not more subjective
reactions. God. is. a Supreme Person
although finite; Professor Brightman
in all his writings insists that the world
is thoroughly rational; hence, .any
religion which flouts reason is to be
abhored. He insists that logical think
ing should be in force in matters of
religion even as it must be funda-
mental to scientific matters. God is
not only personal and good but thor
oughly rational.
"I congratulate the committee on
the selection of Professor Brightman'
as the off-camp- us speaker for Religious
Emphasis week. It is a healthy sign of
the academic weather on this campus
when students, as it has been reported
to me, are anxious to see and hear a
person or the intellectual caliber ot
Professor Brightman. I am sure that
Professor Compton would approve
heartily this invitation and rejoice at
its acceptance.
An autobiographical essay by Pro
fessor Brightman entitled "Religion as
Truth", appears in .Volume I of the
series "Contemporary American The- -
logy" edited by Verguius Fermi This
book may be found on reserve at the
college library.
Students Meet With
Representatives For
Army - Navy Advice
(Continued from Page 1)
bard of the Army Air. Corps... Lt,
Hubbard answered all questions about
the Army Air Corps and, in the ab-
sence of any other Army representa-
tive, he also answered questions about
the E.R.C. program.
The representatives of the WAACS
were Third Officers Kennedy and Lich-ty- .
In the morning meetings they de-
scribed the program of the girls and
then held smaller group meetings from
11:15 to 12. The WAACS were started
last February have two training sta
tions: Datona Beach, Fla., and Fort
Des Moines, la. In the absence of the
WAVE representative, Dean Mac- -
Kenzie gave an outline of their pro-
gram.
In order that students might attend
the meetings, classes were suspended
from 9 to 3:30. Attendance at the
9 to 11 meeting was compulsory.
REYNOLDS
SHOE REPAIR
111 S. Buckye Ph. 402
CITY TAXI
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